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Abstract—Computer-supported assessment tools can bring significant benefits to both students and teachers. When integrated in traditional education workflows, they may help to reduce the time required to perform the evaluation and consolidate the perception of fairness of the overall process. When integrated within on-line intelligent tutoring systems, they could provide students with a timely feedback and support self-assessment activities. The current work presents an alternative approach (and not just a “yet-another-implementation”) to the problem of automatically evaluating technical skills needed to create 3D computer animations. Although some solutions have been reported already in the literature, their applicability is partially constrained, as they require the teaching staff to define evaluation criteria that are strictly linked to the particular animation technique being assessed. Students are forced to operate in environments where they can only perform a part of the required animation steps, by using a pre-defined set of techniques and tools. To address such limitations, the proposed system exploits shape- and time-based features extracted from the 3D point clouds (i.e., the set of data points) describing animated geometries, which are independent of the particular animation techniques used. Experimental observations collected in the evaluation of course assignments in which students were asked to recreate 3D animations of deformable meshes prepared by the teaching staff showed a good correlation between automatic and manual evaluations. Obtained results confirmed the ability of the proposed approach to cope with heterogeneous evaluation tasks in which the relevant learning outcomes can be properly considered.

Index Terms—Automatic assessment, computer graphics, computer animation, feature extraction, machine learning, point cloud.

1 INTRODUCTION

A UTOMATIC assessment of learning assignments is a topic of increasing interest today. A number of approaches have been experimented already in different education domains, including mathematics [1], physics [2], [3], biology [4] and literature [5], though the majority of solutions reported in the literature have been developed in the area of computer science [6]–[11]. It is worth observing that the importance of computer-supported assessment is not to be regarded as strictly limited to the education domain. For instance, there exist use cases where automatic assessment tools have been used, e.g., to implement hiring procedures in software development companies [12], to design intelligent platforms for physical rehabilitation [13], [14], to score sport and art performances [15], [16], etc.

Focusing on the education scenario, automatic evaluation of students’ courseworks can indeed bring a number of advantages in traditional classroom settings, but can also have a great potential for learning at scale. In fact, technological evolutions like those associated with the spread of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [17]–[19] are urging researchers to find suitable ways for monitoring the progress of thousands of students. Moreover, solutions able to cope with personalized education contents as well as to provide both learners and instructors with a prompt feedback about learners’ achievements, e.g., through interactive and flexible tutoring mechanisms [20], are also required.

Benefits expected from automatic evaluation tools concern both instructors and learners. Specifically, instructors’ workload can be alleviated by reducing the overhead associated with grading activities, especially when large classrooms or on-line courses are considered. In this respect, tools devised so far have been used either to directly determine the final grade for a given assignment or to support the instructor in the decision-making process by providing him/her with quantitative measures about learner’s performance in a specific task. Moreover, automatic tools could represent a key factor in reducing the risk of inconsistent or possibly unfair evaluations. Furthermore, they could also be programmed for detecting fraudulent activities such as cheating and plagiarism [21]. With respect to learners, the significance of computer-supported evaluation lays in the possibility to provide them with a prompt and timely feedback, which represents an invaluable support for self-assessment [3], [20], [22].

This paper specifically focuses on the computer-based assessment of technical skills that are expected to be possessed at the end of a computer animation course (that is, artistic and other soft skills that complete the profile of a computer graphics professional are not in the scope of the present work). Assessment is performed by asking students to reproduce a reference animation prepared by the teacher, and by automatically comparing results obtained. It is worth observing that, although the assessment is not meant to evaluate creativity, in the field of computer animation results that may be considered as perceptually similar might have been obtained through very different approaches. For
instance, the same mesh deformation could be produced, e.g., by using a technique based on the parenting of rigged armatures, but also through vertex editing by means of shape keys, lattices and mesh modifiers, rigid-body and soft-body physics simulations, etc.

Hence, automatic assessment should be capable to deal with the largest number of animation techniques possible, in order to avoid the need to use different ad-hoc modules depending on the specific technique that has been adopted and enable consistent evaluations. Based on a review of related literature, in the last years the domain of automatic assessment in the area of computer graphics has been addressed through a limited, though significant, set of works, which considered the evaluation of hand sketches and other multimedia contents, as well as of the products of 2D and 3D modeling and animation tasks [23]–[28]. Unfortunately, methods developed so far to deal with 3D animated contents are not general-purpose, and have been tightly tailored to the specific software used (e.g., the free and open source Blender suite, like in [28]).

In this paper, the above issues are addressed through the design of an automatic assessment methodology that, by relying on the analysis of shape variations occurring in animated 3D geometries, is made independent of the particular technique adopted by the student as well as of the software used to create the animation. Moreover, the proposed methodology allows the instructor to consider in the evaluation process all the steps that are characteristics of the various animation techniques, including mesh preparatory operations (e.g., the rigging and skinning phases in the case of armature deformation, the definition of shape keys in the case of shape deformation through vertex editing, etc.). This way, the range of technical skills that can be automatically assessed is significantly extended compared to existing solutions.

To remove the dependencies of alternative approaches, animations are described in the form of dynamic 3D point (i.e., vertex) clouds, which are used to compute a feature vector describing their similarity w.r.t. the teacher-provided reference animation. A machine learning approach is then adopted to train the automatic system and to identify suitable regression models able to fit the strategies implemented by the instructors in traditional assessment procedures. Similarity features that have been designed are meant to provide a numeric measure of local mesh deformations. Hence, they can immediately be applied to assess animations in which the location of the 3D model does not change over time. This choice allows the proposed method to be easily integrated in other assessment tools where global coordinates are considered. Similarly, it would be easy to generalize the proposed methodology to moving objects by simply taking into account also the metrics proposed, e.g., in [28].

Experimental results obtained by testing the system with animations created by using different techniques showed that the automatically-generated results present a good correlation with teachers’ manual evaluations, thus confirming the ability of the proposed approach to serve as a valid support in the assessment phase.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews works related to automatic assessment in computer science, with a specific focus on the area of computer graphics. Section 3 introduces the learning context the designed approach has been targeted to, presents the traditional assessment process adopted so far and defines the requirements for the proposed methodology. Section 4 gives a general overview of the designed system, whereas Section 5 reports on implementation details. Section 6 is devoted to present and discuss experimental results that have been obtained. Lastly, Section 7 sketches the main conclusions that can be drawn based on the experience made, and provides some indications about research directions to be possibly investigated in the future.

2 RELATED WORKS

The problem of finding suitable solutions to support the evaluation of students’ learning achievements through computer-based mechanisms has been tackled in a number of different domains in the last years. This problem is getting ever more relevant today with the diffusion of e-learning that, on the one hand, makes education become ever more widespread and, on the other hand, increases the amount of learning contents (including examination products) that are available in digital form.

Indeed, computer science has been one of the main application areas for computer-supported assessment techniques, and several tools have been developed for automating the evaluation of both basic and advanced skills. For instance, software solutions have been used to automatically grade computer science entrance examinations [29] and to assess basic abilities in the use of office automation tools [7]. Similarly, the mastery of advanced learning outcomes has been automatically evaluated in the areas of computer programming [6], [12], [30], [31], security [11], control systems [8], formal logic [9], digital logic [10], and databases [32].

Despite the proliferation, in the computer science field, of software tools able to automatically identify errors in students’ assignments and providing suitable feedback, only few of them dealt with the area of computer graphics [28]. A common strategy pursued in this domain to perform automatic assessment consists in analyzing the differences between a student’s solution with respect to a reference. This is the case, for instance, of the correction of computer aided design (CAD) assignments, in which differences between geometric primitives of students’ drawings are matched against those provided in a solution prepared by the teaching staff [25], [26], [33]. In [27], computer-supported assessment of 3D modeling courseworks was tackled in a different way, by grounding the comparison on the rendered outputs produced rather than on the input primitives used. This way, evaluation was extended to objects appearance, making it possible to consider in the automatic assessment also material properties and texturing.

Approaches reviewed so far focused on the evaluation of static computer graphics contents, like drawings, renderings, etc., i.e., on the design, or modeling, phase.

The application of automatic techniques for the assessment of computer animation assignments has not been thoroughly investigated yet. Indeed, the dynamic nature of involved digital contents poses more challenges compared to the static scenario.
Computer generated animations can be evaluated by working either on the output produced, i.e., the rendered video sequence, or on raw data, i.e., on data used by the software to produce the final result (a mix of the two approaches could be also considered). The first approach can be assimilated to that exploited on static contents, and can be easily implemented by matching the rendered movies produced by the students with the reference solution provided by the teacher [34]. Video comparison techniques are largely used in content-based video retrieval (CBVR) scenarios [35], [36]. However, they are not fully suitable to evaluate the technical skills of 3D animators. First, these methods are dependent on the appearance of animated objects, which is determined by the application of techniques like modeling, texturing, etc., which are not necessarily part of the examination goals. For instance, the comparison of video sequences representing the same scene rendered with different parameters (such as lighting, material properties, etc.) would produce inconsistent results. Second, even when the assignment consists in replicating a given reference solution, the goal of the automatic technique is to evaluate animators’ skills rather than, simply, the visual coherency of animations produced by the students and the teaching staff. In fact, in some cases, the use of particular animation techniques could produce unwanted modifications to 3D objects geometry that cannot be appreciated by considering only the expected visual output, since they might not be visible from the viewpoint used for rendering the video sequence. To deal with the above issue, multi-camera approaches like the one reported in [37] could be used, which however would make the application of video comparison techniques much more complicated and, in any case, would not represent the ultimate solution to the considered problem since there could be still details that cannot be appreciated in the rendering.

As said, the alternative approach consists in analyzing raw data, i.e., data that can be obtained directly from the animation software without requiring (and depending on the results of) actual rendering. For instance, in [28], a strategy relying on the computation of a set of similarity indicators based on the position and orientation of joints used to animate 3D objects via armature deformation was presented. Despite the interesting results obtained, the main drawback of such approach is that it can only be exploited to assess animations created using the selected technique. It is also characterized by significant limitations in the set of technical skills that can be assessed since, for instance, a ready-to-use armature should be embedded already in the examination package provided to the students. Thus, only students’ posing skills could be evaluated (i.e., the ability to apply the required transformations to the geometry), but not their ability in carrying out the preparatory steps used to create the armature (through a process known as rigging, i.e., defining the bones) and configure it (in a process known as skinning, i.e., associating bones to objects vertices).

The goal of the present work is to build upon the advantages offered by raw data analysis to design a methodology for automatic assessment that is independent both of the particular objects to be animated and of the technique used by a given student to create the animation. In this respect, the adoption of a methodology based on point clouds representing object geometries and their deformations is able to meet both the requirements, thus making the proposed tool able to deal with different types of animations in a way that is natively viewpoint-independent.

From the perspective of point cloud analysis, the problem to be addressed for automatic assessment of 3D animation assignments can be traced back, on the one side, to 3D mesh comparison and, on the other side, to motion analysis. A number of works proposed similarity techniques incorporating many different distance measures. However, most of them considered only features useful for a static analysis, e.g., tailored to object recognition and retrieval [38]–[41]. Static information should be complemented by motion similarity measures based on the analysis of object trajectories, which have been widely studied, e.g., for human activity classification and recognition [16], [42], [43]. In this context, approaches capable of guaranteeing a comparison of motion trajectories that is invariant to local non-linear accelerations and decelerations, i.e., to warping [44], should be considered.

3 Context

The education context that motivated the work reported in this paper concerns a Virtual Animation course that is held in the Product Design curriculum of the Design and Visual Communication bachelor’s degree program at Politecnico di Torino. This course is geared within a highly interdisciplinary laboratory (with the term laboratory referring to a collection of learning modules), which includes two other disciplines, namely Design for Serial Production and Design Mechanics. In the laboratory, students take part to a professional simulation in which they are asked to carry out all the steps of a typical design process, from product idea to pre-engineering, by working on a precise theme chosen by the panel of teachers of the three courses. For instance, the theme for the 2015–16 edition of the interdisciplinary laboratory was the design of innovative suitcases.

In the above framework, the Virtual Animation course is devoted to make the students acquire and improve both soft and technical skills required to produce 3D computer animations that are meant to support the visualization of design, manufacturing, assembling and functioning stages of products lifecycle. The assessment of soft and technical skills is carried out in two distinct phases, each characterized by specific assignments.

The first phase involves small groups of students, which are requested to produce one or more short videos in computer graphics showing features, functionalities and use cases for the product they designed in the interdisciplinary laboratory1. In this phase, the assessment takes into account students’ creativity as well as other soft skills like teamwork and communication, which are essential since from the early design steps in order to share the personal vision of the product and its visual representation. These skills are evaluated throughout the entire duration of the course, by means of review sessions with the whole panel of teachers.

While the first phase is aimed to assign a score for the group work based on an evaluation of soft skills, the second phase is devoted to the assessment of individual technical skills. To this aim, every student is administered another assignment, which consists in replicating a teacher-provided 3D animation in a given timeframe. This paper specifically focuses on the development of a computer-based methodology for making the second assessment phase automatic.

The procedure that is traditionally adopted in the Virtual Animation course for the assessment of individual technical skills is based on a manual (i.e., visual) analysis of the animations created by the students. The reference animation to be reproduced is prepared by the teaching staff and it is presented to the students in the form of several videos rendered from different viewpoints (front, side, top and user camera views). Students are provided with a virtual scene containing the static 3D models to be animated, and they are asked to produce an animation as similar as possible to the reference one. Animation tasks consist in applying some kinds of deformations to the given geometries over a specific period of time. 3D contents are assumed to be ready for animation, i.e., students do not need to modify their topology or appearance, and they should just focus on animation steps. However, 3D models have not been prepared for receiving deformations. Hence, students have to carry out some preparatory steps before actually starting to animate. Depending on the animation to be recreated (and/or on other requirements possibly set by the teacher), students may have to apply different techniques, each requesting possibly diverse preparatory actions.

Besides adapting to different animation techniques, the automatic methodology to be designed is requested to reflect the traditional evaluation process, which requires evaluators to answer the three categories of questions reported below, concerning completion rate, pose similarity and timing similarity between reference and students’ animations.

- Was the student able to complete the assignment? If not, what has been the total progress on the task?
- Was the animation technique chosen by the student able to reach the expected result for the portion he/she was able to complete? How much are the deformations of the considered model similar to the reference ones? How much are they exaggerated or inappropriate with respect to the given geometry?
- Was the student able to properly manage the timing of the animation? Does the duration of the animation agree with the reference? Or, how long does the animation last? Does keyframing occur at the same time of corresponding frames in the reference animation for the portion he/she was able to complete? Are some parts too fast/slow?

Answering these questions clearly requires a careful work for the teacher, who is requested to examine source files to analyze the students’ work in great detail.

In particular, the first set of questions allows the teacher to evaluate the amount of work a student was able to produce during examination.

The second set of questions concerns the evaluation of both technical choices made by the student to obtain specific results (such as the appropriateness of the selected animation technique), and his/her ability to replicate key poses by properly deforming provided geometries. This set of questions represents a sort of “static” analysis, since the teacher investigates about (and evaluates the similarity between) the reference and students’ animations at relevant and specific keyframes.

The last set of questions is aimed at analyzing “dynamic” characteristics of the entire animation, which specifically pertain timing aspects. To this aim, the teacher inspects the animation timeline, and evaluates the similarity between the reference and students’ animations from the point of view of keyframes position.

In the traditional assessment process, answers provided by the teacher to the three sets of questions translate into an overall score regarding technical skills, which is added to the score assigned for soft skills to compute the final grade. However, the assessment of questions in each set is not based on individual rubrics. Hence, although the above questions identify specific aspects to be investigated in the evaluation, the design of a computer-based method able to automatically implement the traditional assessment process requires a method for comparing two animations and for assigning a similarity score by mimicking as close as possible teacher’s behavior.

4 System Overview

The system for automatically evaluating technical computer animation skills reported in this paper requires the definition of an assessment estimation model able to predict, given in input a reference and one or more students’ animations, what would be the grade(s) assigned by the teaching staff based on the strategy described in the previous section. The underlying process can be considered as split in two phases, later referred to as the training phase and the assessment phase.

In the training phase, a set of animations that have been previously graded by the teaching staff is exploited to create an assessment estimation model capable to maximize the correlation between automatic and manual scores. The training phase can be performed only once (when the first assignments of a course have been completed), or repeated several times (e.g., using other animations from next assignments) in order to possibly improve estimation performances. In the assessment phase, the estimation model trained with graded animations is exploited to automatically get an estimate of the teacher’s score for each student’s animation.

The functioning of the training phase is illustrated in Fig. 1. The reference ($R$) and training ($T$) animations are first processed by a software module devoted to PCF Extraction, which is in charge to translate the files produced by the specific animation tool used by the students to so-called point cloud frame (PCF) sequences (the module is basically a plug-in for that tool). The use of point cloud data guarantees that the creation of the assessment estimation model and the following processing steps are independent of the particular software and animation technique used. All the PCF sequences are stored in a Point Cloud Database.

Since the goal of the examination procedure consists in reproducing an animation given a reference one, PCF sequences are processed in order to extract a set of features
(described by the feature vector $F$) capable to characterize the similarity between $R$ and $T$. Feature extraction is performed by the Animation Feature Extraction module.

Each feature is meant to characterize aspects that are tackled in questions considered in the traditional assessment process as described in Section 3. Three categories of features have been designed, referred to as spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal. Spatial features are aimed to analyze static information, such as mesh similarity in a specific PCF. Temporal features and spatio-temporal features focus on dynamic aspects, e.g., on timing similarity between two animations (temporal) and movement similarity when a mesh is deformed (spatio-temporal). Details about the above features will be given in Section 5.

Given the fact that, in the considered scenario students are provided with the 3D model to be animated (after rigging, if necessary) and a reference animation, no editing of the mesh is actually required. That is, the size and topology of the student’s and reference point clouds are the same and remain constant in the animation. Hence, PCF sequences of the reference and comparison animations can be created by simply recording, for every frame of the sequence, the position of each vertex belonging to the source 3D model. Similarly, features can be defined in a simplified way, by taking into account that a vertex belonging to one of the clouds can always be paired with exactly one vertex of the other cloud. Nonetheless, more complex strategies taking into account also changes both in the size and topology of the animated mesh could be implemented [45]. It is worth observing that similarity features could be influenced by the density of the point clouds which, at present, is not considered (precisely, it is simply assumed that the source 3D model has been modeled with the number of vertices that is needed to represent the intended deformations). Future activities will be devoted to investigate this issue and to possibly identify suitable strategies to mitigate its effects.

The assessment estimation model is finally created by using statistical regression analysis, in order to correlate scores assigned by the teaching staff ($S_T$) to automatically-computed (i.e., estimated) ones ($S_E$). Different regression methods could be used at this stage. Section 6 will investigate the applicability of several methods, i.e., linear, Bayesian linear, decision forest, Poisson, neural network, boosted decision tree, and support vector machine regression. Estimated scores are produced based on animation feature vectors ($F$) extracted for every training animation and associated training scores (which are combined in the feature matrix illustrated in Fig. 1). The Estimation Model Trainer is responsible for determining the coefficients required to configure the selected estimation model.

Once the estimation model has been trained, the assessment phase is carried out as illustrated in the sequence diagram reported in Fig. 2. The diagram shows the interactions between the teacher and the different modules composing the designed tool. In order to automatically determine the score for a given student’s animation, the teacher provides the system with the identifiers of the particular student and of the reference animation. It is assumed that both the student’s (later referred to also as the “comparison”) and the reference animations have been converted and stored as PCF sequences in the database. The assessment tool requests to the Animation Feature Extraction module the feature vectors describing the two animations, which are calculated on the retrieved point clouds. Feature vectors are sent to the assessment estimation model trained during the previous phase, which finally produces the requested score.

## 5 Feature Extraction

This section illustrates the Animation Feature Extraction module previously introduced, which is used to compute the metrics describing the similarity between students’ and reference animations. As per design requirements, these metrics have been designed by trying to mimic the teacher’s cognitive processes activated when he/she assesses a student’s work by following the traditional (question-based) evaluation strategy discussed in Section 3.

The designed metrics define the components of the animation feature vector ($F$) used both for creating the estimation model (in the training phase) and for obtaining the estimated scores (in the assessment phase). All the metrics are defined in a normalized $(0,1]$ range. As said, metrics refer to three domains, namely spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal. Spatial metrics concern the analysis of 3D geometries at a specific time (intra-frame analysis). Temporal metrics are obtained by analyzing time-related animation data, like duration, keyframes position, etc. Finally, spatio-temporal metrics extend the analysis of 3D geometries to a sequence of frames (inter-frame analysis).

From an algorithmic point of view, metrics are computed in two different steps of the feature extraction algorithm, i.e., *Sequence Alignment* and *Point Cloud Comparison*.

The Sequence Alignment step is needed to account for the fact that animations to be analyzed could be produced with a different timing, but a comparison would only be possible if the correspondence between frames is known in advance. Hence, the role of this step is to normalize the length of one sequence with respect to the other one. The assumption is that, in general, two animations should be compared by considering that they may differ in duration or speed. As a matter of example, an animation task could be fully completed and the comparison animation could look like very similar to the reference one in terms of deformations, but it could be quite diverse from the point of view of timing (e.g., it could last a fraction of the total duration of the other one). Similarly, a comparison animation could be perfectly synchronized with the reference one for the portion that has been completed, but the animation could
be unfinished. Mixed situations could clearly occur. The alignment phase is based on the application of the well-known Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [46], which produces a warped version of the two input sequences. A description of this step is given in Appendix A.

Once the alignment phase has been completed, two temporal metrics can be computed. The first metric, referred to as Timing similarity ($T$), indicates how much a sequence has been warped. The second one, named Completion index ($C$), is used to express the amount of work carried out by the student. Basically, the objective of the timing similarity metric ($T$) is to capture how timing has been managed by the student in the creation of the comparison animation. The more the two sequences are misaligned, the more the comparison and reference sequences are different from the point of view of the timing. The completion index ($C$) is aimed to indicate the amount of work carried out by the student. It represents the percentage of completion of the assigned animation task, and is computed as the ratio between the last animated frame for which a correspondence has been found by the sequence alignment step in the reference sequence and the duration of the sequence itself.

Warped sequences of the reference and comparison animations obtained in the Sequence Alignment step are passed to the Point Cloud Comparison step, which is meant to compute a set of measures describing their correlation based on a frame-by-frame comparison. Two categories of metrics have been devised for this task, focusing on mesh (spatial) and motion (spatio-temporal) similarity, respectively.

The mesh similarity category contains metrics that implement a static analysis of mesh deformations. In fact, their focus is only on pose similarity, independently of animation timing. Two separate metrics have been designed, in order to consider both parts of 3D models that should be animated and, correspondingly, parts that should not. Fig. 3 reports an example of mesh similarity computation between reference and comparison animations. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show two examples of point clouds extracted, respectively, for a specific frame of a reference and comparison sequence (in which a 3D character is moving its eyelids and lips). In the particular frame considered, vertices that should move are those shown in Fig. 3 (c), i.e., corresponding to the character’s lips and eyelids. However, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (d), the analysis of the comparison mesh reveals that other vertices (i.e., in the back of the neck) have been erroneously moved by the student in the posing process.

By grounding the analysis on so-called moving and stationary clouds $V_M$ and $V_S$, it is possible to define the moving cloud mesh similarity ($M_m$) and stationary cloud mesh similarity ($M_s$) metrics. While the first metric computes the similarity between the point clouds made up of vertices that should move in a specific frame, the latter considers the complementary set of vertices, giving an indication of how well meshes have been prepared for receiving deformations (e.g., in the rigging process, the application of lattices, etc.).

The motion similarity category contains metrics that carry out a dynamic analysis of mesh deformations. In this case, moving clouds have been analyzed for computing a motion orientation similarity ($O_m$) metric and a motion range similarity ($R_m$) metric. The first metric compares the average motion direction of the two moving clouds, whereas the latter provides information about the completeness of mesh movements. Practically, the motion orientation metric ($O_m$) is aimed to evaluate the similarity between the average motion direction of aligned reference and comparison point cloud sequences. That is, it provides a measure of the instantaneous error between the motion vector orientations of the input clouds and is independent of their magnitude. The motion range similarity metric ($R_m$), which is computed again on the moving cloud, compares the speed of the reference and comparison point cloud sequences, i.e., the magnitude of the velocity, throughout the animation.

A mathematical description of the metrics involved in the feature extraction process is given in Appendix B.

6 **Results**

This section presents the experimental results obtained on a dataset that was created by collecting students’ works produced in three separate animation assignments (participated by 74, 74 and 79 students, respectively). In each assignment, students were asked to carry out the animation task by following the procedure described in Section 3.
The first reference animation\(^2\), which in the following will be referred to as the *hand* sequence, was produced by rigging, skinning and posing a publicly-available 3D model of a human hand. In particular, students were asked to recreate the sequence of gestures illustrated in Fig. 4. The second animation\(^3\) dealt with facial expressions and, for this, it will be later referred to as the *face* sequence. Some representative frames showing deformations applied to the selected human face model are illustrated in Fig. 5. Finally, the third animation\(^4\), referred to as *lamp*, was based on the Pixar-like lamp character depicted in Fig. 6. In this case, the feature extraction module only takes into account mesh deformations by working on local coordinates (as said, global transformations could be tackled through other approaches already reported in the literature).

In all the assignments, students were provided only with a raw 3D geometry of the object to be animated, and were allowed to chose the preferred animation technique to apply in order to obtain the expected result. As said, compared to previous approaches, this fact has an important impact on flexibility offered by the devised technique.

As a matter of example, for recreating the *hand* and *lamp* animations, almost all the students chose to work with armature deformations. This was actually the same technique used to create the reference animation. However, before moving to armature posing, students had to build their own armature rig, and to parent it to the hand mesh. Thus, even though, in principle, an automatic method based on armatures comparison like the one reported in [28] could be used to assess animations created using this technique, it would require the rigged and skinned mesh to be included already in the assignment package provided to the student. In fact, for the method in [28] to provide consistent results, the armature in the reference and student’s animations should be characterized by the same topology, and bones should be assigned to the same vertices. On the contrary, the proposed method can live without the above requirements, and is capable to cope with skills like rigging and skinning that, with posing, are implicitly related to the considered animation technique.

Similar considerations apply to the *face* animation. In this case, the reference animation was prepared by using shape keys to modify several sub-parts of the original mesh (i.e., eyelids and lips), and by applying drivers to control face deformations through the bones of an external armature. Since mesh deformation in the reference animation was not directly controlled by a rig, methods like the one in [28] cannot be applied. Moreover, since the same animation could be produced through more than one of the techniques learned in class (e.g., shape keys, lattices, etc.), the relevance of an automatic assessment method like the proposed one, which focuses on the final result rather than on the animation procedure adopted, becomes particularly evident.

It is worth observing that the three sequences are intentionally very different, not only in the animation techniques used. For instance, from the point of view of movement ranges, the *face* sequence presents more subtle deformations with respect to the *hand* and *lamp* sequences. Extracted animation features and related normalization strategies illustrated in Section 5 were designed to take the above aspects into consideration, with the aim to let the designed system account for details that might be hard to quantify in the traditional assessment based on visual inspection.

In the following, a preliminary assessment of the extracted animation features will be firstly performed, with the aim to evaluate their effectiveness in characterizing the degree of similarity between reference and students’ animations. Then, results obtained by training different assessment estimation models on various configurations of the students’ animations and by using them to automatically perform the evaluation will be discussed.

### 6.1 Verification of Similarity Metrics

In order to validate the discrimination capabilities of the designed similarity metrics, the algorithm implemented by the Animation Feature Extraction module in Fig. 1 was initially tested in controlled conditions, by working with an ad-hoc set of verification sequences that were created by modifying the reference *hand* and *face* animations.
Fig. 5. Representative renderings of the face reference animation at frame (a) 1, (b) 25, (c) 50, (d) 87, (e) 112, (f) 150, (g) 175, and (h) 200.

Fig. 6. Representative renderings of the lamp reference animation at frame (a) 1, (b) 78, (c) 131, (d) 145, (e) 164, (f) 198, (g) 211, and (h) 228.
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<th>TABLE 1</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features Computed on a Verification Set of Sequences Obtained by Introducing Controlled Modifications into the Reference Animations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence Alignment step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh sim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh sim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O_{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verification sequence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{unchanged mesh, 5% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{unchanged mesh, 50% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, right timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, 20% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, right timing, frame 101 (46.75%)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{unchanged mesh, 5% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{unchanged mesh, 50% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, right timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, 20% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{unchanged mesh, right timing, frame 50 (25%)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, right timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{changed mesh, 20% wrong timing} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main aim was to check the functioning of the Sequence Alignment step (from which the first two features \( T \) and \( C \) are derived), so that to ensure that spatial and spatio-temporal features related to the Point Cloud Comparison step \( (M_{m}, M_{s}, O_{m}, \text{and } R_{m}) \) can be properly computed by considering the right correspondences between frames of the reference and students’ sequences. In fact, a misalignment would lead to incorrect values for both spatial and spatio-temporal features, and independence between computed metrics could not be guaranteed.

Given the above strategy, modifications to the reference animations concerned both timing and content. In particular, verification sequences were produced by changing the speed of the reference animation (scaling the duration by a certain factor), varying the degree of completion (cutting the animation at a given frame), and altering poses (slightly modifying the position of mesh vertices at particular keyframes).

Results obtained on these verification sequences are reported in Table 1. For each sequence, values obtained for all the components of the feature vector are tabulated in separate columns. The notation “unchanged mesh” is used to refer to verification sequences in which the position of vertices was not varied w.r.t. the reference animation. Sequences in which vertices were moved are identified by the “changed mesh” notation.

Labels in the form “s\% wrong timing” in sequence names are exploited to describe the factor \( s \) used for scaling (down, in this case, though considerations would be the same for upscaling) animation duration. For instance, a “20\% wrong timing” label identifies an animation that is 20\% faster than the reference one. Sequences for which
the original timing was not altered contain the label “right timing” in their name. Scaling factors were applied to both animations with changed and unchanged meshes.

Verification sequences that were created for testing the correctness of information regarding animation completeness are identified by the “frame f (p%)” notation. The f value indicates the keyframe at which reference animation was cut, whereas p% describes keyframe position (i.e., completion rate), in percentage. Specifically, the “frame 101 (46.75%)” label identifies a sequence that was obtained by cutting reference animation (hand, in this case) precisely at frame 101. Since the reference sequence is 216-frame long, completion rate is 46.75%. Similarly, label “frame 50 (25%)” is used to identify a sequence obtained by cutting the reference animation (hand, in this case, whose length is 200 frames) at frame 50 (i.e., 25% completion rate).

From reported results it can be easily observed that the Sequence Alignment step produced values for the timing similarity and completion index metrics which changed as expected (meaningful values are highlighted in bold in the corresponding columns). As a matter of example, for the verification sequence named “unchanged mesh, 50% wrong timing” it was $T = 0.520$ and $C = 0.986$, i.e., slightly more than the expected 50% speedup, slightly less that full completion. Similarly, for verification sequence named “unchanged mesh, right timing, frame 50 (25%)” it was $T = 1.000$ and $C = 0.250$, i.e., exactly the awaited timing and completion rate.

Results concerning the four metrics obtained in the Point Cloud Comparison step are reported mainly for sake of completeness. In fact, mesh alterations quantified by the designed metrics would be hard to verify when changes are introduced simultaneously also to timing and sequence completion rate. Notwithstanding, validation tasks carried out in simplified conditions confirmed the appropriateness of calculations made and of normalizations applied once sequences have been properly aligned.

### 6.2 Automatic assessment

This section reports and analyzes the results obtained by using the designed metrics with several statistical regression methods, with the aim to study their applicability in the considered scenario and get insights that could be used for guiding the process devoted to the creation of the assessment estimation model for a given animation course.

Results have been gathered by working with a dataset made up of the students’ hand, face and lamp animations previously described (composed by 74, 74, and 79 elements, respectively). All the animations belonging to the dataset were assessed by a panel of two teachers, who scored each animation in a worse-to-better scale ranging from 0% (very low similarity) to 100% (very high similarity). The reasons for choosing a percentage scale range was two-fold. On one hand, teacher was left a fine-grained discriminating power. On the other hand, once an assessment is obtained, it would be straightforward to convert the percentage to any grading scale used in a particular course.

Teachers’ scores were averaged and used as target values for the estimation models described in Table 2. Estimation models were first applied to parts of the overall dataset (referred to as training sets) to train the system. Afterwards, trained models were applied to other parts of the dataset (referred to as test sets) to compute the assessment error between predicted values (i.e., scores computed by a particular model based on the designed features) and target values (i.e., average scores assigned by the teaching staff).

An in-depth performance analysis of the designed approach can be carried out by looking at Table 3, where a wide range of configurations of the considered dataset is explored. Specifically, figures reported therein were obtained by changing the set of animations used to train the system (second column) and by computing automatic estimates on various test sets (third column). Both training and test sets were randomly extracted from the initial dataset with different percentages. For instance, 50% H in the training set column means that half of the hand dataset was used to train the system. Symbol * is used to indicate that a given training set was used also as test set. The first column indicates the experiment identifier for later reference, while the remaining columns refer to the percentage mean absolute error (MAE) and coefficient of determination $R^2$ describing the correlation degree between computed estimates and teachers’ evaluations for each considered estimation model.

The first two experiments (E1 and E2) were conceived to evaluate the predictive power of the estimation models of interest when a limited number of animation sequences is available to perform the training (e.g., when the devised computer-based assessment method is firstly introduced in a given course). In experiment E1, the training set was
created by randomly selecting half of the hand animations and the predictive power was examined on the same set of sequences. In this experiment, correlation was always rather good (i.e., $R^2 \geq 0.81$) except for the neural network regression model. As expected, a slight decrease in performances was observed when estimation models were evaluated against the remaining sequences of the hand dataset (E2). Again, the worst model was the one trained with neural network regression.

Based on the above results, it could be argued that, in some cases, the size of the training set might be too small to perform a proper training. For this reason, experiment E3 was deemed to analyze the behavior of the estimation models on the entire hand dataset rather than just on half of the sequences. As expected, performances increased both in terms of MAE and coefficient of determination. The highest improvement was recorded for the neural network, although all the models showed a value of $R^2 \geq 0.86$.

A clear dependence between the size of the training set and predictive power of the particular estimation model being used can also be observed by analyzing other configurations of the animations in the dataset. For instance, in experiments E4–E6, a growing number of training sequences is considered (with a training set made up of 20%, 40% and 50% of the face animations, respectively). In general, for almost all the estimation models the correlation between computed estimates and teachers’ evaluations improved as the number of sequences in the training set increased. However, performances were influenced also by other factors. As a matter of example, results for the face animations were worse than with the hand dataset (E1–E3) and, in this case, neural networks and boosted decision tree regression were not able to produce meaningful results at all. Even when the trained model was run on the same data used for training (E7), these two methods definitely achieved poor results. In this case, the reason could be the quality of training data. In fact, the face dataset is the one showing the worst correlation coefficient among the teachers ($r_{\text{face}} = 0.89$, compared to $r_{\text{hand}} = 0.98$ and $r_{\text{lamp}} = 0.94$).

Similar considerations hold also when the lamp animation is considered (E8–E11). In this case, the observed trend is a general improvement in the predictive power as the number of considered animations increases, except, as before, for neural network and boosted decision tree methods.

After having worked with a dataset made up of the hand and face animations, experiments from E12 to E19 were performed to simulate a concrete scenario in which new assignments are carried out in a given course, and new students’ animations (represented by the lamp dataset) become available. In this scenario, the teaching staff should decide whether to apply the assessment estimation model created with animations that were collected in previous assignments or to consider also (part of) the new ones.

Thus, in experiment E12, the assessment of the entire lamp dataset is performed by training the estimation models with all the animations in the hand dataset. By comparing MAE and $R^2$ obtained in this case with those achieved in experiments E8–E10, it could be observed that performances of most of the estimation models trained with the hand dataset were superior to those experienced when performing the training with part of the new lamp animations. This trend is maintained when, in experiment E13, the face dataset is added to the training set. Almost all the considered estimation models showed improved performances compared to the case in which the training set included only hand animations.

In experiments E14–E16, the inclusion in the training dataset of a growing number of animations from the lamp dataset is studied, with the aim to simulate a scenario in which the teaching staff decide to score part of the newly available animations. Results showed that, on average, the correlation between automatic scores and teachers’ evaluations keeps improving, as in previous cases. The same trend was confirmed also by experiments E17–E19, when the new sequences were added to two complete datasets.

In summary, results obtained with the above experiments showed that, independent of the considered model, estimation performances can be improved by adding new
scoring animations to the training set as they become available. However, in the considered scenario, none of the selected estimation models was able to outperform the other ones. Hence, the choice of the model best suited for a given assessment task remains an open issue. Nonetheless, experiments carried out so far provide early indications that could be considered in order to apply the designed assessment methodology to a new course. In particular, the bayesian linear regression proved to be the method with the highest average correlation between automatic and teachers’ scores and the lowest error. Thus, it could be considered as a reasonable choice, especially when the size of the training set is small (E1–E12). When the size of the training set increases (E13–E19), attention should be shifted towards Poisson regression, which proved to be capable to achieve slightly better results in the considered conditions.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a system for automatically evaluating technical skills required for producing 3D computer animations is presented. The proposed tool relies on the analysis of point clouds describing deformation of the considered geometries in order to cope with different techniques that could be used to produce the animation. A set of features is extracted from the point clouds to assess their similarity to a reference animation. Extracted features are then used for training a statistical regression model to fit human judgements.

An experimental phase was carried out by applying different estimation models on a testbed encompassing three set of students’ animations. Results confirmed that, independently of the model used, the correlation between automatic scores and teachers’ scores improves as the amount of training animations increases. Moreover, several indications about estimation models capable to provide the best performances in the considered scenario have been also obtained. The plan is now to start using the tool to assign the final grades of the considered Virtual Animation course and to deploy it also in other courses taught at Politecnico di Torino where a similar examination procedure is currently used.

Future works will be aimed to study the dependency of the designed methodology on the characteristics and size of the training dataset, as well as on the method for the extraction of point cloud data. Moreover, efforts will be devoted to the introduction of new functionalities required in order to use the tool also as a tutoring system during the course. In particular, it will be necessary to provide the students with a detailed feedback about error made in terms, e.g., of amount of deformation, timing, etc., by also relating them to the specific part of the animation where they have occurred. Lastly, research activities will focus on the possibility to link the evaluation of technical skills to the assessment of other competences required in a computer animation profile, e.g., related to creativity and expressiveness.
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